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Making Sense of the Parliamentary Jargon


It is a widespread fashion to regard parliamentary debates as boring and futile. In the early 1980s I used to share this view to certain extent. I followed keenly the debates among the German Greens on the value of parliaments around their entrance to the Bundestag in 1983 and soon realised that they rather reactivated the parliamentary style of politics than demolished it from within. The Greens soon gave up their antiparliamentary models, such as the rotation within the parliamentary term, and learnt to play the parliamentary game. The parliamentary history of the Green parties forms a major aspect in the recent revitalisation of parliamentary politics in Europe.

During the last ten years I have been engaged in a rhetorical revaluation of the parliamentary activity, its political value and significance. I came to regard parliamentarism as a regime playing with times and as a rhetorical style of politics par excellence. With “making sense of the parliamentary jargon,” I want, pace Quentin Skinner, to “recover lost treasures” of the parliaments.

The widespread denunciation of parliament and parliamentarians now appears to me politically illiterate. In other words, in order to understand the sense of the parliamentary style of politics a distinct parliamentary literary is required. Parliamentarians, journalists, parliament officials and parliament specialists among scholars learn such a literacy in practice. However, it has hardly been thematised as a distinct form of political understanding and judgment.

As compared with its daily professionals, I am still an amateur in the parliamentary literacy. I agree that the parliamentary debates deserve a more systematic use in political thought and conceptual history. I enjoy reading parliamentary debates, when looking for their rhetoric and an use of concepts politically. Nonetheless, I have not yet advanced myself to an extensive reading of parliamentary sources in a broad historical and comparative perspective. My advocacy of reading this genre is still rather a matter of principle than an everyday research practice. 

In other words, even if I today have a better historical and rhetorical understanding of parliamentary deliberations for analysing politics and for acting politically as well, I am still experimenting with the reading process. When I gave my lecture the title “make sense of the parliamentary jargon,” I, present it as a part of my own learning process in parliamentary literacy. 

The parliamentary literacy does not just consist of a pedagogical exercise to learning the vocabulary in a specialists’ dictionary. I don’t make any historico-critical explanation of technical terms of the parliamentary procedures as their popular and pedagogical expositions on the parliamentary websites do. Their political and conceptual history and differences within the parliamentary cultures are, of course, a task that might provoke interesting results, but this is not my aim here either. The parliamentary literacy rather consists of judging of parliamentary situations politically. It brings power shares to the parliamentarians as well as improves the parliamentary analysts’ political judgment. 

“Making sense of parliamentary jargon” thus roughly equals to the learning of the parliamentary literacy. The academic form of this literacy aims at rendering the political and historical point of the parliamentary style of politics intelligible. In this sense I could, in principle, understand the singularity of parliamentary politics better than parliamentarians themselves. 

2.  The parliamentary language
The parliamentary websites offer “glossaries” explaining the parliamentary vocabulary to the public and to the MPs as well. In the glossaries we can find concepts such as question, plenum, session, speaker, reading, committee, debate, quorum, adjournment or division with historically loaded meaning and political point in the parliamentary context. Other concepts, such as bill, petition, motion, standing order, agenda, dissolution, filibuster, guillotine, interpellation or vote of no confidence have the parliament as their direct paradigmatic reference. 
The parliamentary literacy thus presupposes a mastery of a specific parliamentary vocabulary or even parliamentary language, which may be learned. The parliamentary insiders use it fluently in the sense of mastering the technical parliamentary terms or of understanding the historically loaded parliamentary meaning of concepts, agenda for example, that have lost their historical parliamentary connection in everyday speech. Also for the insiders getting the political point of the parliamentary language takes time and requires a sense for history and rhetorical nuances. 
The feeling to remain outside seems to be a main reason to the claim that the parliamentarians should use the language of the ‘ordinary people’. In the discussions with the citizens the claim is appropriate: the citizens should understand what parliamentarians do. To give up the parliamentary language in the proceedings of the parliaments does not, however, make any sense. The point is, on the contrary, to increase the parliamentary literacy of the citizens in order to judge better their parliamentarians or, if an occasion arises, to candidate oneself to the parliament. 
The competent parliamentarians in every country with a parliamentary regime understand how their political style differs from that of party officials, ministers, bureaucrats, businessmen and so on. All of those have a more direct and anti-procedural approach to politics, and they are not as frequently accused for using jargon as the parliamentarians. The procedural style of parliamentary of politics is, however, highly valuable for the citizen-voters. It illustrates the principle that the items on the agenda are discussed from opposite points of view and reserves enough time for their thorough consideration. Unlike governments tend to claim, there are always alternatives. Maybe their differences do not matter, but this cannot be known before discussing them. 
We can, furthermore, emphasise the international character of the parliamentary language. Despite national diversities and curiosities the parliamentary language per se crosses the borders. It is a kind of political Esperanto of parliamentarians and parliament specialists of the entire world that transcends the borders of grammar and vocabulary of ‘natural’ languages. There are no ‘native speakers’ of the parliamentary language, but everyone has to learn the parliamentary literacy. Most users learn it by applying it in the parliament or to the parliament, whereas the late learners, myself included, may have a special chance to reflect upon this learning process and through it the specific character of the parliamentary language.
The converse side of the Esperanto-like character of the parliamentary language is the fact that parliamentarians across the countries and party division tend easily to understand each other. By this I don’t mean the professional esprit de corps, which I would consider as a rather questionable aspect of exclusiveness. The parliamentary language rather refers to an understanding of a certain mode of discussing of political issues: the insight that issues on the agenda shall be discussed in a ‘parliamentary’ manner. This means also the insight that discussing the pros and contras of every item on the agenda requires a mutual respect towards the co-parliamentarians and a readiness to become persuaded by them, if this appear appropriate. 
Learning the parliamentary language is an indispensable aspect in getting the MPs to discuss not things in themselves but to regard them as items on the agenda. This is the first rhetorical move to overcome the mere defence of the immediate interests, whether these are local, professional, partisan or national, toward a broader political point of view. Such a broadening of the point of view has similarities with the Kantian-Arendtian erweiterte Denkungsart but does not have a definite telos: the transcendence to what remains a matter of dispute. I neither use the classical jargon of the common good: for me the transcendence from the immediacy of primary interests itself is enough, the main point rendering the issue properly political. 
The politicisation of a question into an item on the parliamentary agenda consists of looking on the item from a point of view that brackets one’s own ‘social being’ and past political commitments. By the very rhetorical chance of speaking and voting as individuals before the audience of their peers, the parliamentarians are invited to take an independent stand, to transcend their past stance at every stage of the discussion of an item in the parliamentary process. Even if this chance is not always taken, its very availability is that what constitutes the situation of an MP. 
What characterises the parliamentary style of politics is the independent judgment and decision of the members, the necessity to take stand oneself, without always having the possibility to hide oneself behind the back of one’s party, voters and so on. In this sense, the parliamentary style of politics retains some conceptual priority over both the electoral and the party politics.  
The parliamentary style of politics is conceptually and historically shaped by a tension between its two aspects, namely representation and deliberation. An assembly with members bound by an imperative mandate to the views of their electors illustrates the one extreme. The ‘mimetic’ concept of representation, as Frank Ankersmit says, is applicable to the old estates negotiating with each other as well as to the corporative assemblies of interest representation. Because such assemblies do not deliberate but vote in silence or negotiate compromises, they don’t deserve the title of a parliament. The opposite extreme is a pure deliberative assembly that does not represent anyone. It might be either more or less independent of their voters, as the Westminster parliament before the 1832 and 1867 reforms, or elected but by lot or rotation, as some modern proposals for “deliberative polls” serving a few weekends per year. 
Ankersmit’s thesis that the act of representation itself creates both the represented and the representatives as political agents allows us to understand better the link between parliamentary representation and deliberation. I have spoken of the voter as parliamentarian of the election day. The point is to insist that the voters should be able to imagine themselves as members of parliament and vote for candidates whom they consider as competent deliberating parliamentarians. 
The candidate should be able to master the parliamentary language, to understand the political point of using it in the parliamentary deliberations. Or, more precisely and in order not to favour unduly the incumbent or past MPs, the voter should judge her candidate as being able to learn the parliamentary language. For the voter it is enough to master the parliamentary language in so far as to vote for a candidate, whom she assumes to be or to become a competent parliamentarian. The voter can be able to judge the politics of others without claiming to be able to act as a parliamentarian in other days than on the election days. This would require also that the public media direct more attention in the campaign to the parliamentary competence of the candidates. 
3. The unparliamentary language

The parliamentary vocabulary has its historical origins in the rhetoric of the English Renaissance and to the struggle of the parliaments with monarchs and their courts. Both the parliamentary vocabulary and the political judgment in using it change, of course, in the course of history and vary from parliament to parliament. Here I will, however, not discuss the closer conceptual history of the parliamentary language in general but remain content to give some examples that indicate the historical and political problems of parliamentary literacy. 

The parliamentary vocabulary may be relevant, in Koselleck’s terms, both as an indicator and as a factor of conceptual change. It is through changes in the parliamentary procedures and practices, as manifested in the vocabulary, that political opportunities to alter parliamentary powers may be opened or closed. Conceptual histories analysing the issues that are central for the parliamentary procedure may allow us to improve understanding the political changes related to the parliament. The minute changes in the parliamentary vocabulary may allude to crucial political changes in the broader set of concepts, such as representation, mandate, deliberation and parliamentarism itself. 

I shall illustrate with simple examples the problems of political judgment and historical differences in parliamentary concepts. An interesting case in the parliamentary vocabulary of today concerns how unparliamentary language is treated. Accusations of unparliamentary language were already a commonplace in the debates of the English parliament of the seventeenth century, although I don’t know any study of the origins of this expression. 

The discussions of unparliamentary language refer, in more general terms, to the ‘parliamentary’ style of speaking, to the decorum, as the classical rhetorical term goes. The issue is partly a ritual of politeness, which still is quite pronounced at Westminster: the ”honourable” and ”right honourable” Members are still not mentioned by the name but by the electoral district they represent. Elsewhere the parliamentary decorum rather concerns the principle to treat other members with a certain respect and with the mutual equality, as a condition of an open and fair debate. A main political point of using unparliamentary language may be identified in the mutual balancing the free speech and the equality of the members of parliament. 

Outsiders cannot sanction the MPs for anything said in the parliamentary debates, but the Westminster type of regimes provide rules against insulting other members as well as against the contempt of the parliament itself. The Speaker of the parliament has considerable powers to follow the language and sanction the offenders. Of course the MPs have since long time constructed indirect expressions for insulting and means to provoke the rules of unparliamentary language. 

In the past explicit lists of unparliamentary expressions were kept by the parliaments. At the current parliamentary websites of Britain, Canada and Australia no definite lists of unparliamentary termini are presented. Nonetheless, in the parliamentary precedents strongly emphasised in the Anglophone parliaments there still are some paradigmatic expressions of this kind, such as the accusation of another MP to be a ‘liar’, whereas saying that one speak against what she knows might not be regarded as unparliamentary. The present-day practice is adapted to the changing historical and rhetorical contexts of the uses rather than to the single expressions themselves. 

Interesting possibilities to a clever use of unparliamentary language through rhetorical redescription as well as to its stricter control may thus be detected. With the contextual and rhetorical variation of the limits of the unparliamentary speaking may consist in the chances of the precedents, when the Speaker of the Parliament for example may think that MPs today can tolerate attacks harder in tone and expression than the polite gentlemen of nineteenth century. The opposite case is for example that we can detect in the past debates such racist and sexist expressions or tones that no Speaker in a parliamentary regime would tolerate today. 

In the German Bundestag unparliamentary language is dealt as a part of the restoration of the ‘order’: the president of the session can give to the MP an Ordnungsruf. The long-term Social Democrat parliamentary leader Herbert Wehner consciously used unparliamentary expressions as a part of his political style, of which he obviously was proud in the face of their voters. Wehner’s Ordnungsrufe in the course of the decades have even been published. 

Problems arise when anti-parliamentary fractions gain strength and violate the parliamentary decorum, as the Nazi and even Communist MPs did in the Reichstag of the Weimar Republic. The example illustrates certain similarities in the right and left wing anti-parliamentarism, the lacking readiness to listen the other side and be ready to be persuaded by the civilised, parliamentary, political style of speaking pro et contra. The Weimar case indicates the dangers of the loss of the parliamentary literacy for the politics of parliamentary democracies. 

The value of sanctioning the unparliamentary language in the name of a fair play and equality between the parliamentarians remain inherent with the representative-cum-deliberative character of the parliamentary politics. I would rather prefer to extend it to the electoral campaigns, in terms of understanding the voters as parliamentarians of the election day. For example the clear contempt of the parliament itself in the campaigns of some populist candidates for the parliament would deserve be punished for unparliamentary language.  The epithet ‘parliamentary’ receives then a normative meaning by referring to the parliamentary paradigm of the civilised disputes. 

4. The freedom of speech

A related case for the parliamentary literacy is the parliamentary immunity or “freedom from arrest” of the MPs, as it was know in early modern England. Historically and conceptually it is inherently linked to other freedoms that distinguish modern parliaments from feudal estates or corporative assemblies of medieval cities, such as free speech, free election and the free mandate of the members. Already in the 1630s, the English defenders of freedom from arrest were conscious of the dangers of its misuse, namely of using the membership in the parliament as an excuse for not being arrested. When Silvio Berlusconi has made the parliamentary immunity to the basis of his entire parliamentary career, he merely follows pattern well known for centuries. 

The point is to ask where to draw the line between the legitimate and the illegitimate uses of parliamentary immunity. The historical point was to defend the freedom of parliamentary 
speeches against the existing limits of free speech outside the parliament. Gradually the immunity became part of what in Britain is called the parliamentary privilege and has been extended to the status of an MP and her all the speeches during her membership. The parliamentary immunity is worth defending in the sense of giving the parliamentarians special chances to criticise authorities, such as monarchs or presidents, which the simple citizen-voters might not have.

Regarding criminal offences, the parliamentarians should of course be treated like other citizens. Still, even here some interesting limit situations are worth discussing. The German Bundestag distinguishes between Immunität and Indemnität. The removal of the parliamentary immunity of an MP can be done even in the cases of criminal persecution by the police only on the basis of the decision of the Bundestag, which also has the power to postpone the executing of the sentence. The Indemnität refers to the freedom of expression in the plenum and in the committees of the Parliament itself. Although it may be better protected than in the Tudor and Stuart England, even contemporary governments may be tempted to punish – at least politically – MPs for what they have said in the parliament. 

Postponing the prison sentence of an MP might be a fair principle, if its execution might, for example, lead to an alteration of the parliamentary majorities: in the past governments tended to imprison opposition members in order to secure their majority or shelter themselves from a criticism of this very MP. But we might well imagine the opposite situation: an MP facing a prison sentence does her utmost to secure her re-election from term to term expecting that the crime would pass its ‘expiration date’. The MP uses – as it was case already in the seventeenth-century Britain – the renewed support of the voters as a kind of veto power against the decisions of the court. 

Furthermore, even the imprisonment of an MP must not necessarily lead to the loss of their parliamentary mandate. In the contemporary practice the ‘night time prisoners’ can continue their work during the day, and this can, of course, be possible also for the parliamentarians. If the imprisonment is not directly linked to her activity as an MP, such a measure, avoids punishing the person twice for the same offence. 

Freedom of speech is one of the oldest principles of the parliamentary style of politics. It is also a matter of contested interpretations of freedom. If used in the narrow sense of freedom from interference, the principle may lead to an obstructing by marathon speeches that politically blocked the entire parliament. Although the habit is ancient, the Irish members at Westminster in the nineteenth century were the first ones to use such blockade tactics systematically. In order to prevent obstruction, measures of precipitating the end of the debate were adopted, the famous rules of clotûre and guillotine, which, despite the French expressions, refer to the debates the British parliament since the late nineteenth century. The content of the speech remains free, even if the time to speak remains limited and the occasions to speak may be strongly restricted.

To speak freely can also be understood in the sense of not reading a previously written text. The British parliamentary tradition has always insisted on this aspect, especially since the tendencies to the parliamentarisation of the government in the nineteenth century, which led to a more spontaneous and improvised style of speaking and to the exchange of replies and interjections from the floor. In the French tradition the fluent debate aspect was by no means of equal value, and when some anglophile parliamentarians wanted to introduce it as part of the parliamentarisation of the regime during the Orléans monarchy (1830-1848), it was severely opposed both by traditionalists and by the ‘rationalistic’ left. 

The difference between the parliamentary procedure and informal parliamentary practices can be illustrated by that what is called in German Zwischenruf and is translated by the website of the Bundestag with three English terms ”interjection, heckling and interruption”. No parliamentary procedure officially recognised the existence of such interjections, but it is a long parliamentary tradition to protocol them into the official records. In Germany, the MP and the President of the Bundestag can agree upon leaving out the Zwischenruf in question outs of the official records. The interjections play a crucial part in rendering the debates more lively and readable. To defend the freedom of speech can thus be understand to cover also the old although unofficial practice of spontaneous interjections from the floor as an inherent part of the debate itself. 

5. Fair play with parliamentary times

The recourse of the Irish to the obstructive tactics was not the only reason to restrict the speaking time for individual MPs at Westminster. Two further reasons, namely the huge rise of the number of items dealt by the parliament and the new expectation that every MP shall take a personal part in the parliamentary proceedings by speaking in the plenum and in the committees, also led to an increasing scarcity of time in the nineteenth century. The freedom of speech could only be retained, if the times of speaking were fairly distributed between the different parliamentary sessions on the basis of equal chances for the members. In other words, the freedom of speech does make sense only within the broader parliamentary principle of fair play in speaking pro et contra regarding the items on the parliamentary agenda. 

The citizens tend to judge parliamentarians by the criteria or ‘bourgeois’ work, remunerated either by the quantity and efficiency or by monthly paid wages. Journalists used to show the empty ranks of the plenary hall already during the Weimar republic, thus suggesting that the parliamentarians do not do their ‘work’ properly. This critique tends to miss the point of the time as an inherent part of the parliamentary style of politics itself. 

There are several aspects that have made the political use of time inherent in the parliamentary procedures and practices. The classical three readings of the bill are connected to the rhetorical principle that the MPs should be allowed to reflect upon the issue. Beyond the heated atmosphere of the plenary session they should have time self-deliberations that gives them an occasion to rethink the matter or to reconsider, whether the issue is for example one that deserves a break with the government or the party. In the wake of the parliamentarisation of the government the committee system added a further temporal element, with a different political tone than in the plenary sessions to the parliamentary timetable. 

The parliament deals also with items of different character and political quality. In Westminster the governmental propositions were from the beginnings complemented with private members’ bills, to which in the continental parliaments correspond the parliamentarians’ motions of different kind and degree, for example regarding the legislation or the budget. The annual budget, the votes of no confidence, other interpellations and questions to the minister, declarations of the governments for example regarding foreign policy and so on formed an inherent part of the parliamentary agenda already in the nineteenth century. In the twentieth century a separate question hour or the aktuelle Stunde in the Bundestag, are new parliamentary occasions for debates. Further innovations of this kind would allow the up-to-date issues be debated more thoroughly in the parliament.

Making sense of the parliamentary jargon is, accordingly, largely a matter of discussing the fair play with times in the parliamentary calendar. Already in the nineteenth century Westminster the parliamentary week was strictly divided according to the issues dealt on each session day and each type of sitting. Mastering the weekly parliamentary calendar thus became a precondition of a successful agency in the parliamentary politics, although the outsiders may never have gained its importance and it is neither discussed in many treatises of parliamentary government. When the former Prime Minister Harold Macmillan in his memoirs from the 1970s declared that ‘timing’ is essential in politics, his view corresponds to the practices of someone who was for decades a member of the House of Commons. Or, to put it otherwise, in the parliamentary politics it is not sufficient to decide what to do and how to act, but also when to act. 

An obvious consequence of the multiplication of items on the parliamentary agenda lies also in the separation of the politics of the agenda itself from the politics on the agenda. In other words, the agenda in the nineteenth century was more or less given and the political conflicts were those of different answers to the items on the agenda, whereas in the twentieth century politics a major change consisted of making the agenda itself a main topic of political struggle. What items shall be taken to the agenda and in which order shall they be discussed? Who decides, what items will be included into the agenda and which is their rank and order on it? 

Broadly speaking the governmental quasi-monopoly in the parliamentary agenda-setting has strengthened the executive powers. As a counter-tendency we can, however, insist on the governments’ and bureaucracies’ lack of innovation and the regaining of innovative individual members through their possibilities to set, directly or indirectly, entirely new items on the parliamentary agenda. The politics of the agenda also strengthens the powers of individual member toward their parties, because these cannot always have a fixed standpoint on new issues. 

Taken together, the scarcity of time definitively shapes the contemporary parliamentary politics. The parliamentary literacy of both politicians and of the public should, accordingly, direct attention to the competence in playing with scarce times in the parliament. I shall here mention only one rather obvious and trivial aspect of such time-game. 

Everyone knows that only few issues on the parliamentary agenda provoke intensive debates in the plenum. It is frequently interpreted as a reduction of the parliamentary powers of individual MPs and as a vanishing of the political differences between the government and the opposition in the parliament. Viewed in terms of the political scarcity of the parliamentary time, the situation looks at least partially different. When there never exists enough time for disputing everything worth disputing on the parliamentary agenda, the parties and the parliamentarians have to make second-order decisions of what is worth debating and disputing within the scarce times available. 

The MPs decide to politicise certain items by attributing the first rank to them or by believing to gain through them political advantages in the parliament or in the electorate. Or, they may find in the governmental proposals commitments or situational interpretations that provoke their fierce opposition, for which they want to give a parliamentary attention. Journalists and scholars may use their critical judgment regarding such choices, pick up further alternatives not thematised by the parliamentarians and compare them with what these have found worth disputing. By doing so they should, however, again remember the scarce time of parliamentarians and discuss besides and beyond the substantial issues also the parliamentary calendar or the time profile of politicians. 

If the multiplication of the items on the parliamentary agenda so far tends to strengthen the agenda-setting and preparatory powers of governments and their bureaucratic apparata, this also indicates a   new objective for the parliamentarisation of politics, namely agenda-setting itself. This can be done for example by strengthening the parliamentary staff and more radically by extending the parliamentary principle of speaking pro et contra already to the stage of the agenda-setting. The extra time for the debating of the agenda-setting would be a well spent one. 

6. The deliberating powers of the parliament

This significance of the debates has a direct link to the vision of the parliament’s political powers. One interesting procedural aspect concerns the speaking order of the MPs. The parliamentary history knows two oppose principles, namely the list of MPs in the order of their requests and the power of the Speaker to decide, from the viewpoint of a lively debate between the pros and cons, who shall be speak next. 

In the first case, the speeches can be understood as declarations of a standpoint to the parliamentary audience and beyond, without any intention to be debated save being altered in the course of the debate. Such declarations are intelligible in the joint sessions of the estates – as in the Swedish Riksdag before 1866 or at least 1809 – or in a strict Parteienstaat, using a party-based surrogate to the imperative mandate. In such cases the parliament has nothing to deliberate, the estates or the parties must, however, negotiate (in secret) a compromise or submit (in the formally party-bound parliament) the decision to the majority vote without a discussion. 

If the parliament shall have any independent power, it shall be organised as a deliberative assembly. This is well recognised in the procedural rules, for example in the three readings of the bill as well as in the rotation between the plenum and committee sessions. The organisation of plenary debates by rotating speeches pro et contra is a corollary of the genuine deliberating parliament, so difficult it may be to realise in multi-party parliaments. 

Behind the idea of speaking pro et contra is the rhetorical principle that no issue can be properly understood if not judged and discussed from opposite points of view. If nobody spontaneously objects to a proposal, one has to invent ‘as if’ alternatives and practise a thought experiments in order to judge properly the strengths and weaknesses of a proposal. The deliberation between the opposed points of view and their proponents was institutionalised in the procedures and practices of the English parliament. In its procedures and practices the House of Commons remained the paradigmatic incarnation of such rhetorical view of knowledge and judgment. 

In its explicit or implicit debt to the rhetoric, Max Weber’s perspectivist theory of knowledge is inherently connected to the parliamentary style of politics, as we can best see from his proposals to control the officialdom. Or, we might even argue that the parliamentary style of politics was also the historical paradigm of Weber’s rhetorical redescription of the concept of “objectivity” and his demands to confront the bureaucratic Fachwissen, Dienstwissen and Geheimwissen through the rhetorical means of the parliament.

The critics of parliamentary government have in most cases rejected with the parliament both deliberation and dissensus. Even those do not do, have not proposed any serious alternatives to the parliament as the modern paradigm of the dissensual style of politics and of the deliberative genre of rhetoric. I think such alternatives would hardly be very promising ones, as compared with the parliament with its historically formed procedures and practices based on the rhetorical principle of speaking pro et contra. What is rather worth doing is a recovery of parliamentary literacy among citizens, scholars, journalists as well among the parliamentarians themselves. 
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